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Larissa is an ancient riverside town in the middle of the fertile plain of
Thessaly. Its timeless habitation is lost in the mists of history. Major floods of the
Pinios river led to its (90%) diversion in the 1930s, an action that had as a
consequence the loss of the riverside – city character.

In addition, in the spring of 1941, after the bombing and the big earthquake
which followed almost immediately, the city was destroyed and lost all her
characteristics, becoming a sad city.

Living my childhood there, I heard people like my parents describing with
great passion the city they knew and the landscapes they loved in their childhood as
Larissa adjoins the Olympus mountain, the Pelion of the Centaurs and the vast plain
of Thessaly.

The lost link of the city with the mythical Pinios river which flows almost
horizontally in Greece, almost from the Ionian Sea to the Aegean Sea where it
empties, passing through the plains of Thessaly and the Tempe Gorge to the foothills
of the Olympus mountain, where, as they believed in ancient Greece, the water
nymphs lived. This mythical element passed on stories and our childhood tales.



I remember its inhabitants strove for a creative emergence through the
ashes of the city by learning with great passion its music and history through their
contact with its historical and natural landscapes. My father used to say that we live
on an archaeological palimpsest. His words were engraved in my childhood
memory.

In the 1980s the municipal authority, having at the head the great reformer
city Mayor, Aristides Lambroulis, decided the archaeological excavation of the
residential hill located in the city center in order to discover the magnificent ancient
theater of the 3rd century BC, as big as the ancient theatre of Epidaurus.

In this fertile atmosphere of human resources, trying to shake off the
designation of one of the ugliest-neutral cities in Greece, the Mayor asked me at the
end of that decade "to design squares in my hometown as well." The emergence of
the Ancient Theatre in the city center led me to suggest the reconnection of the city
of Larissa with its lost natural and historical landscape and in particular with the flow
of its great river, Pinios, which flows from remote mountain mouth through the fertile
plain and ravines of the Olympus mountain towards its end at the Aegean Sea. The
central idea of   the design would be the flow of the great river - the "Sculptured
Larissa River", the three recurrences in the center with local recycling of large
quantities of water leading to the excavated Ancient Theatre.



The two major central city squares (more than 13.000 m2) are 150 meters
apart and another 150 meters from the Ancient Theater. They are characterized by a
comprehensive urban landscape intervention, which enables the city of Larissa to
welcome the revealed Ancient Theatre, by using a structured urban center, where
various rhythms and qualities have the possibility to develop, “in the river’s flow”,
through total design interventions, in a large-scale, a spatial natural and historical
landscape.

Special emphasis in my Art Total interventions was given for the emergence
of forgotten everyday experiences and relations of living in the riverside and the
benefit of the waters through the line of time. On the other hand, the presence of the
rhythms of the plantations and the agriculture procedures in the famous fertile
Thessalian Plain help the awareness especially of children about their natural,
geographical and historical position.



During the construction of the squares, as the Pinios River reenters to city
life, many clubs are created, such as "Friends of mythological Pinios", "Women and
the river", and many annual riverside festivals with nominal tributes to the Nymphs of
Pinios and the mythical surroundings take place. The reconstructing of the
boundaries of Pinios River bed is completed and a new bridge is constructed in the
place of the old one, destroyed by war. The city now recovers it’s riverside front
where new interesting buildings are constructed and a new riverside green
pedestrian route is created. In addition, due to the configuration of the Pinios waters,
birds came back to the city. According to a recent poll in Greece, Larissa was found
to be the most beloved city from its residents; a vision and a goal set by many worthy
Mayors during the recent years. Now the city of Larissa is candidate for European
Capital of Culture 2021!

A line of the Nobel Prize awarded poet George Seferis comes to mind:

“Let the children play with the ashes”









All the material belongs to the archives of “Sculpted Architectural Landscapes® N Golanda + A Kouzoupi” and was organized, for the 
participation in the European ECLIC Program of the European Landscape Convention (ELC) “Making European Policy Popular through 
Challenge, Learning, Innovation, Cooperation: An experiment on the Landscape Convention / E-CLIC - GOOD PRACTICES IN 
IMPLEMENTATION OF LANDSCAPE POLICIES  Greek case studies”, by Dr. Aikaterini Gkoltsiou – Landscape Architect, in collaboration 
with PRISMA, with the title: "Total art operations for the reestablishment of the  natural, historical and cultural landscape of the city 
of Larissa ", and was described as one of the most outstanding good practices of urban landscape in Greece, showing a successful increase 
in awareness, participation and interaction of citizens with the European Landscape Convention (ELC).






















































































